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New Social Network Offers Hope and Support for Addictions, Disorders and
Depression

dentedego.com Launches Social Networking Support Site to Promote Sobriety and Healthy
Living

San Diego, Calif. (PRWEB) December 05, 2011 -- dentedego.com announced, today, the world’s first social
networking support site for people in need of purposeful conversation that focuses on hope and opportunity
when dealing with all types of addictions, disorders, OCD and depression.

dentedego.com provides a comfortable place for people to socialize through user-generated content including
common social support networking, groups, events, blogs and videos. Users can watch news feeds on
DentedEgo TV or read up on the latest breaking news stories, referred to as “dents”. Users can also share their
personal stories of hope, success, tough day struggles, inspirations and anniversaries of sobriety.

“Unlike many of the other popular social networks, we have created an online place that deals with heart and
purpose of real-life challenges and issues promoting a path of a life of hope and opportunity free from all
addictions, OCD, depression and grieving,” said Bradley Evarts, CEO of dentedego.com. “A grass roots
philanthropic effort is also in place where a portion of the proceeds will be donated to benefit the organizations
and affiliates that offer the same type of help and support for an improved and healthy lifestyle journey.”

dentedego.com coincides and functions with familiar sign up, posts, likes, comments and sharing from within
the site and also shares to other social networks. Providing all the settings to be as confidential as the user
chooses.

“During the design process we thought, ‘why change a model that people are already used to?’” said Evarts.
“Our path at dentedego.com is to provide a place where people can communicate as openly or anonymously as
they choose. All of our privacy settings are at the users’ control and can be individualized to enhance or limit
their networking efforts.”

Features such as the breaking news, wall, profile and “dented ego box” allow users to remain completely
anonymous or give great detail about their life experiences both positive and negative. Users can control the
info they wish to include such as name, photos, videos and personal info, among others. New features such as
“DentedEgo TV” and “News Dents” keep users up-to-date by highlighting informative interviews,
interventions and hot topics in entertainment, sports and business around the globe.

dentedego.com is currently in Beta phase one. Upcoming phase two plans to add a new eTherapy page where
users can receive immediate care from an expert. For more information on dentedego.com or to register for a
free user profile, visit www.dentedego.com.

About dentedego.com
dentedego.com is a top social network with true heart that allows people to join in conversation to discuss real
life addictions, disorders and compulsions. The social network focuses on personal experiences and provides an
online space for people to find information and form support groups, events and forums for discussion.
dentedego.com asks the question, “how are you doing?” rather than “what are you doing?”
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“We all have dented egos. We all have dented egos around us. ‘I love my dented ego!’” – Bradley Evarts, CEO
dentedago.com
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Contact Information
Bradley Evarts
dentedego.com
http://dentedego.com/
858-342-5495

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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